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Why Candidates Look for New Jobs
“What has you looking at new opportunities?” This is the first question I ask every candidate during a
phone interview. It is the motivation behind their search and the answer will need to be addressed in the role
they take. If ignored, it can also provide an explanation for why they turn a job down.
Over the last few months, I have wanted to write a newsletter focused on why presently employed
candidates look for a new job. I ran through a list of top sales & marketing candidates I have spoken with
over the last few years and started to catalogue their answers. The results fit into 4 major buckets:

Why Candidates Look for New Jobs (cont.)
Growth or New Challenge – Most candidates I speak to on a daily basis feel they have hit a ceiling in the
organization and are looking for a chance to jump start their career and grow. Others are looking for a new industry
and are excited about taking their skills and expertise to a new business.
Structural Changes/Uncertainty – As you would expect, companies in the process of being acquired
have employees looking around. I also see professionals from the company
acquiring as well, particularly high potentials concerned their career
path may be changed given the new company structure.
Location – A smaller percentage of my candidates are trying to
move to a specific location. Maybe they have family in the area or
are simply wanting to move to a larger city.
Not the Right Company – A small percentage of the
candidates I recruit do not feel they are set up for success
at their current company. This could be due to a mismatch
in company culture, the job was not as it was promised, or the
company has too much yellow tape to get products out the door.
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No matter what the reason, it is important to take this information
forward through the recruiting process and have it explicitly addressed.
The greatest piece of advice I can give a candidate is to “Make sure you are
running towards something and not away from something”. If the reason a candidate is
looking is not addressed by the new company, chances are the person will soon be looking
for another role.
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